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Ear Candle Australia – Healing Candles Instructions 

 

Caution: Do not use the ear candle if there is a possibility of an ear infection or in presence of a sore inner ear. It is 

best to wait for the possible infection to heal before attempting to remove any excess wax. 

Every ear candle company have different ways of using their candles. Please read below our instructions on how to 

use ‘healing candles’.  

It looks a lot, but it is just step by step explained.   

Do not forget you need someone to assist you; to keep an eye on the flame and with the removal of the candle. 

Check to make sure you have all the necessary equipment.  

Good quality oil, water, scissors, cotton buds and lighter. You may lay a towel over your shoulder/ear if desired.  

1. Drop of oil in ear 24hr before or night before – to soften/loosen debris. 

2. Hot bath/shower directly before candling – soften/relax you in the winter months 

3. Have container of water, lighter, scissors, candles, cotton wool buds, oil laid out where you will be 

candling. 

4. Lie on either side with head on two (2) pillows  

5. Your assistant will light the candle, (the widest section of the candle) make sure there is smoke 

streaming out the bottom of the candle before you place the candle in your ear. 

6. Your assistant will then and only then place the tapered end of the candle into your ear. NOTE it is 

helpful to take hold of your earlobe and gently pull it out, twist the candle at the entrance of the ear to 

seal. Not too far in just to seal. 

7. You can slightly adjust the candle to where you would like it once in the ear 

8. For Occupational Health and Safety, only allow the candle to burn down a 1/3 of the way. 

9. Your assistant will take the candle out of the ear and over the container of water cut the burnt section 

off just above the flame. 

10. Your assistant will then insert the skewer provided into the tapered end of the candle and ‘jiggle’ it 

around, take out the skewer, and tap the side of the candle. Debris may fall out so make sure you do 

this over the water container. Smoke will start streaming out again of the tapered end. 

11. Your assistant, when the smoke is streaming out again, repeat the process from 6 to 11 again. 

12. Repeat the process from 6 to 11 for the next 1/3 of the candle. 

13. On the last section burn the candle to the 5th layer of the candle from the tapered end. 

Now comes the most disgustingly interesting part.  

Cut open the candle and see what’s in the candle (once you have removed the candles from the ear) and 

extinguished the flame of course.  

Don’t forget to do the other side just like the first side.  

Once the both ears have been candled have your assistant dip a cotton wool bud into some good quality oil and gently 

wipe around the entrance to the ear.  Your ears will thank you for this.  Oh what a feeling!  

Sometimes this process from 6 to 11 may need to be done a 2 times on the bad ear. As long as you have done both 

ears once, the extra candling is ok, but no more than 2 please.  

Please do not jump up straight away, lie there and relax, sip a glass of water, sit up slowly and take a lovely deep 

breath in and make a slow ‘harrrrh’ sound on the outward breath. Stand up slowly.  

 
Tip: Poke a hole in the centre of a dinner size paper plate.  Place the tip of the candle through this hole so the paper 

plate is between your ear and the flame of the candle. Push the paper plate down as close as possible to your ear. 

The paper plate will catch any ash that may fall as the candle burn. 


